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A Brief Note on Color Sensor



TCS34725 RGB Color Sensor with IR filter

The TCS34725 is a highly accurate RGB color and ambient light sensor that includes interrupts 

based on color thresholds so it can ping you when a green one goes by.

The module combines the sensor with a logic controllable white LED for illuminating the 

object to be measured and it comes with the easy to use I2C interface. The module includes 

logic level shifting on the I2C bus for easy interfacing to both 3.3V and 5V microcontrollers.



Features 

•Integrated IR blocking filter
•3.8M:1 dynamic range
•Four independent analog-to-digital converters
•A reference channel for color analysis (clear channel photodiode)

TCS34725 RGB Color Sensor with IR filter

Benefits 
•Minimizes IR and UV spectral component effects to produce accurate color measurement
•Enables accurate color and ambient light sensing under varying lighting conditions
•Minimizes motion/transient errors
•Clear channel provides a reference which allows for isolation of color content



TCS34725 Sensor Data Sheet
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TCS34725 Sensor Data Sheet



TCS34725 Sensor Data Sheet



TCS34725 RGB Color Sensor with IR filter

It is important to note that the color detection of the photodiodes themselves is affected by infrared and to get 

a better result that is not affected by infrared you have to use an infrared filter

Color
Wavelength 

(nm)

Red 700 ~ 635

Green 560 ~ 520

Blue 490 ~ 450



A Brief Note on RGB Full color LED 
SMD Module



KY-009 RGB Full color LED SMD Module

RGB full color LED Module KY-009, emits a range of colors by mixing red, green and blue. The amount of each 
primary color is adjusted using PWM.



A Brief Note on Python Turtle Module



Python Turtle Tutorial and Animations
Python Turtle is something that evolved from Logo programming language, 
invented in 1966 by Wally Feurzig. With the aid of Object Oriented 
Programming approach, we can create an impressive set of animations easily. 
The following animation was created by Python Turtle.



Hardware Design and Implementation

Connect the RGB LED as bellow:

•Pin GND to sensor GND

•Pin R to sensor 32

•Pin G to sensor 36

•Pin B to sensor 38



Connect the Sensor as bellow:

•Pin 3V3 to sensor VIN
•Pin GND to sensor GND
•Pin SCL to sensor SCL
•Pin SDA to sensor SDA

Hardware Design and Implementation



TCS34725 color sensor Library

Installation
To install the library from source (recommended) run the following commands on a 
Raspberry Pi or other Debian-based OS system:



Experiment 

When we place the blue object in front of the sensor (1-3 cm), the blue frequency 
(B) values oscillate between 5 and 40.
Check the values displayed on Terminal. R & G & B readings – see figure below.



Experiment Result 



I Repeat this process with a green and red objects and write down the upper and bottom 
frequency limits for each color.

Experiment Result 



To distinguish between different colors we have three conditions:
•When the R is the maximum value (in RGB parameters) we know 
we have a red object
•When G is the maximum value, we know we have a green object
•When B is the maximum value, we know we have a blue object
Now, place something in front of the sensor. It should print the 
color detected: red, green or blue.

The sensor can also detect other colors with more conditions.

Note :



Experiment Result 



Experiment Result 
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Experiment Result 



Applications
Color Sensors can be implemented in a variety of projects and applications like:

RGB LED Backlight Control

Light Color Temperature Measurement

Ambient Light Sensing for Display

Fluid and Gas Analysis

Product Color Verification and Sorting

Consumer and Commercial Printing

Medical and Health Fitness

Industrial Automation

Product Sorting
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Thank You

My code :
https://gist.github.com/aula9/69473ef635e3f8610dcc36815116b4f4

Note : The code in progress to test new colors 

https://gist.github.com/aula9/69473ef635e3f8610dcc36815116b4f4

